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Abstract 
This thesis serves to portray the indispensable role of computer technology in the many and 

various fields of the contemporary music industry, for instance, the music production, the 

distribution and marketing of music and even the live concerts. An essential aim of this 

thesis is to demonstrate the benefits and advantages of this modern technology for beginner 

and upcoming musicians by examining the most notable technical progresses and inventions 

with regards to music, while also sharing the perspectives of experienced, professional 

artists. 

The first half of the thesis focuses on the methodology of music production, comparing the 

old and new technologies in order to display the difficulties and limitations of the old 

methodology and to present how those problems, limitations and restrictions were 

overcome with the help of the computer technology both in the studio and on stage. 

The second half of the thesis puts the focus on the importance of the internet and 

digitalization when it comes to digital music consumption, distribution and the learning of 

different musical instruments with the assistance of the World Wide Web. 

Last but not least, the end of the thesis is an analysis of the Global Music Report of the past 

two years, while also making predictions, in which way digitalization will influence and affect 

the music industry in the future. 
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Introduction 

The computer technology is constantly bringing exciting new changes and possibilities into 

the lives of the people and the music world is certainly not a field that is not affected by that. 

In the digital age computers and the internet are an indispensable part of the music industry 

when it comes to music production, distribution and even performing on stage. With the 

help of the current music production software1 and the ability to reach out to billions of 

listeners through social media and streaming services, everybody has the chance to get 

noticed and to become a successful musician.2 

In the form of this thesis, I as a young and enthusiastic amateur musician would like to 

analyze and demonstrate the enormous influence that the technological revolution keeps on 

having on the music industry and the new opportunities that it provides to amateur 

musicians by using different print- and digital sources like internet articles, educational 

videos and interviews. 

1 Quick overview of music history 

1.1 Early technology, instruments and notation 
 

Mankind has come a long way from sticks and stones to electric guitars and synthesizers. It is 

impossible to determine an exact year, time period or birthplace, that is to say, to this day 

the origin of music remains one of the biggest mysteries of human history. No one really 

knows why it was invented in the first place.3 There are plenty of cave paintings that suggest 

that dancing – and therefore it is assumable that music as well, were already present during 

the prehistoric period.4 Some researchers believe that music was a form of social-glue for 

early humans, which helped to hold people together and to form communities.5 Others like 

                                                           
1 cf. N. N.: 5 Reasons Record Labels Still Matter, 01.02.2016, <https://mn2s.com/news/label-services/5-
reasons-record-labels-still-matter/> [d 20.02.2019] 
2 cf. N. N.: 10 Ways To Promote Your Music Online, <https://www.guitarfella.com/10-ways-promote-music-
online/> [d 20.02.2019] 
3 cf. Changizi, Mark: Where Does Music Come From?, 20.09.2010, 
<https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2010/09/where-does-music-come-from/63160/> [d 
15.02.2019] 
4 cf. Hills Orford, Emily-Jane: When Did Music Begin?, 08.06.2013, <http://decodedpast.com/when-did-music-
begin/1274> [d 15.02.2019] 
5 cf. Silver, Marc: Why Did Humans Invent Music?, 23.08.2013, 
<https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/08/130824-invention-music-phish-stevie-wonder-blurred-
lines-robin-thicke/> [d 17.02.2019] 
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Charles Darwin claim that it was invented for sexual selection just like the way animals make 

certain sounds to attract mates.6  Even though the allegedly oldest known instrument, a 

more than 43 000 years old Divje Babe Flute, was found in 1995 in Slovenia7, the first real 

instrument was probably the human voice.8  At this time notation was not invented yet. The 

history’s oldest complete musical notation dates back to the ancient Greek times. For many 

ages writing sheet music was extremely time-consuming, laborious and expensive work even 

after the invention of the printing press. Today many software like Sibelius or Finale allow to 

create and edit musical score with just a few clicks, in the meantime the technology also 

enables mass-printing to be done more efficiently.9 

 

1.2 The effect of the industrial revolution and the first recording 
devices 

 

The history of music production and the history of technology are basically inseparable.10 

During the Classical and Romantic period with the emergence of influential new artists like 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Ludwig van Beethoven11, the Industrial Revolution of the 

18th and 19th century was on its way to change the whole world. The flexibility of 

instruments was greatly improved thanks to the introduction of valves and new keypad 

extenders.12 In addition, the mass production of musical tools started becoming  popular.13 

Who would have thought that after the enormous technological changes and developments 

of the industrial revolution, the biggest and most crucial inventions in the music industry 

                                                           
6 cf. Wallin, Nils Lennart/Merker, Björn/Brown, Steven: The Origins of Music (MIT Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts/London, England, 2001), p.11 
7 cf. Harvey, Ian: The Divje Babe Flute, Found in 1995 Is 43,000-Years-Old, 29.03.2017 
<https://www.thevintagenews.com/2017/03/29/the-divje-babe-flute-found-in-1995-is-43000-years-old/> [d 
13.01.2019] 
8 cf. Anderson, Lawrence E.: The Voice: The First Instrument, 09.01.2015, 
<https://aliveeastbay.com/archives/the-voice-the-first-instrument/> [d 12.01.2019] 
9 cf. N. N.: Musical Notation History, <https://www.mfiles.co.uk/music-notation-history.htm> [d 19.02.2019] 
10 cf. N. N.:  Sound and Technology, 
<http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/wml/exhibitions/thebeatgoeson/thebeatgoesonline/technology/index.
aspx> [d 15.02.2019] 
11 cf. Estrella: A Beginner’s Guide to Music History, 08.10.2018, <https://www.thoughtco.com/music-history-
101-2455857> [d 16.02.2019] 
12 cf. Estrella, Espie: The Innovations of Musical Instruments in the Romantic Period, 18.10.2018, 
<https://www.thoughtco.com/musical-instruments-of-the-romantic-period-3976120> [d 16.02.2019] 
13 cf. Dobney, Jayson Kerr: Nineteenth-Century Classical, 10.2004, 
<https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/amcm/hd_amcm.htm> [d 15.02.2019] 
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would only come after that. Many artists and scientists had dreamed of sound recording and 

the ability to playback a recorded sound but for many centuries this technology seemed like 

an unreachable daydream. Numerous inventors and scientists had experimented with sound 

recording but no one really succeeded for a long time. In 1857 a French printer and inventor, 

Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, came close by inventing the world’s first recording 

device, the phonautograph. This device was able to record sound but unfortunately unable 

to play it back.14 In 1877 Thomas Alva Edison invented the phonograph, the very first device 

that was able to record and playback a recorded sound. Even though it was not the greatest 

sounding record player ever, Edison’s phonograph was a great start and a huge step 

forward.15   

 

1. FIGURE: THOMAS EDISON WITH HIS INVENTION, THE PHONOGRAPH16 

 

                                                           
14 cf. N. N.: Sound Recording Predates Edison Phonograph, 27.03.2008, 
<https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=89148959> [d 15.02.2019] 
15 cf. N. N.: History of Phonograph - Invention of First Phonograph, 
<http://www.soundrecordinghistory.net/history-of-sound-recording/phonograph-history/> [d 15.02.2019] 
16 McNamara Robert: Edison’s Invention of the Phonograph, 02.05.2018, 
<https://www.thoughtco.com/invention-of-the-phonograph-4156528> [d 16.02.2019] 
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1.3 The modern era and the radio 
 

The 1920s started a new era for music, the modern era. The distribution and recording of 

music changed drastically. At this time around record players and records were already 

available for families to purchase and because of that going to concerts was no longer 

obligatory if someone was willing to listen to music.17 Radio broadcasting played an 

important role in communication during the First and the Second World War, as it was 

invented to inform citizens about the events all around the world and also played music 

which was advantageous for families that did not own record players. It also presented new 

artists and new styles of music for the listeners to experience. 18 Music was recorded on vinyl 

records at this time which could only fit about 6 minutes of music onto a record.19 Later this 

was extended to 45 minutes with the invention of LPs (Long Play) in 1948, which were 

another formats of vinyl records.20 The biggest problem with recording directly onto a vinyl 

record was that it was only possible to record one take on them and the whole musical 

performance had to be perfect. Every single musician had to deliver a flawless performance. 

One single mistake and the recording process had to start all over again on another record, 

which were very expensive at the time. Furthermore, every artist, whose playing was needed 

to be recorded had to perform in the same room with all of the other musicians at the same 

time. There was no possibility to record one musician’s part on one day and record another 

one’s on a different day like it is done today.21 

1.4 Multi-tracking 
 

When multi-tracking was invented in the middle of the 1940s ,not only did it solve most of 

the problems that came with recording directly onto a vinyl, which allowed only one single 

track to be recorded, but changed the world of music production forever.22 Even though 

                                                           
17 cf. N. N.: Music Played in the 1920's Popular Music From the 20s, 
<http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/20smusic.html> [d 15.02.2019] 
18 cf. Peters, Luke: How Evolving Tech Has Changed Music Production, 25.01.2016, 
<https://tech.co/news/music-production-evolution-2016-01> [d 14.01.2019] 
19 cf. N.N.: The History of Vinyl, 27.01.2014, <http://americanhistorynow.org/2014/01/27/the-history-of-vinyl/> 
[d 20.02.2019] 
20 cf. Thill, Scott: June 21, 1948: Columbia’s Microgroove LP Makes Albums Sound Good, 21.06.2010, 
<https://www.wired.com/2010/06/0621first-lp-released/> [d 14.01.2019] 
21 cf. N. N.: The History of Audio Recording, <http://lossenderosstudio.com/article.php?subject=10> [d 
17.02.2019] 
22 cf. N. N.: The History of Audio Recording, <http://lossenderosstudio.com/article.php?subject=10> [d 
17.02.2019] 
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magnetic tape recording was a technology that was already used by Germany during the 

Second World War23, it only got popular after the war with multi-tracking, which, as its name 

suggests enabled multiple tracks to be recorded instead of just one. This invention paved the 

way for the recording method that is still used today, which consists of recording the 

instruments first, starting with the drums, then capturing the performance of the singer 

after that while also being able to correct mistakes that would occur during the recording 

process.24 

2 The digital era 
2.1 Introduction into the digital era 

 
Without a doubt digitalization has made enormous changes in the music industry over the 

past decades. The computer technology has not only introduced new sounds but set new 

standards in the world of music. High-quality production is key today, which means that 

those who want to succeed have to meet the high standards.25 Today a professional image is 

essential to stand out in the industry and to raise the attention of the public, which also 

means that the production of songs has to be of high-quality.26 

Just like English record producer and record engineer Warren Huart stated: “These days just 

to get noticed on any level, your production has to be up here. [Holds hand up high] Let’s be 

honest! It’s like… you need to be competing.”27 

Although it has become easier and considerably affordable to produce music with the help 

of today’s computer technology in a way that makes the final product able to compete on 

the market28, now that due to the fact that so many upcoming artists have access to the 

                                                           
23 cf. N. N.: Multitrack Recording History and Invention, <http://www.soundrecordinghistory.net/history-of-
sound-recording/multitrack-recording-history/> [d 15.02.2019] 
24 cf. N. N.: The History of Audio Recording, <http://lossenderosstudio.com/article.php?subject=10> [d 
17.02.2019] 
25 cf. N. N.: Making Music in the Digital Age: How Technology Transforms the Music Industry, 
<http://www.sheffieldav.com/education/how-technology-transformed-music-industry> [d 20.02.2019] 
26 cf. N. N.: 10 Ways To Promote Your Music Online, <https://www.guitarfella.com/10-ways-promote-music-
online/> [d 20.02.2019] 
27 Xavier, Trey/ Huart, Warren: Top 5 POP Songwriting Tips For Metalheads - With PRODUCE LIKE A PRO’s 
Warren Huart | GEAR GODS, 27.04.2017, [Video], <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTt0w8tpPEo&t=355s> 
[d 13.01.2019] TC 5:47-5:55 
28 cf. Marsden, Henry: WHAT DO RECORD LABELS DO?, 29.10.2016, <http://www.bespokerecords.com/what-
do-record-labels-do/> [d 18.02.2019] 
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internet and are able to produce their own music with computer software, the music 

industry has become a highly competitive and overcrowded business.29 

2.2 Synthesizers, drum machines, sequencers and sampling 
 

The four terms mentioned in the title of this paragraph are hard to separate and should not 

even be, because their functioning is based a lot on the same technology; furthermore, each 

four of them played a vital role in influencing the development of each other. 

To this day synthesizers and drum machines are some of the most commonly used 

instruments in modern music production. Both of them have the purpose to either generate 

sound or imitate the sound of an already pre-recorded, also called sampled sound.30  

Sampling is one of the most popular methods that are still highly used in contemporary 

music that became popular amongst hip-hop artists, but nowadays it is used in every genre. 

The purpose of sampling is to reuse a part from a recorded sound in another track. This 

usually means taking a small portion from a song by an artist and integrating it into the song 

of a different artist by using computer software, although it is also very common that 

musicians are sampling their own sounds to use them in their songs, for instance sampling a 

clap, a snap or a shout.31 Famous examples for sampling would be the song “Ice Ice Baby” by 

Vanilla Ice, which sampled the bassline and percussion from Queen’s “Under Pressure”32 or 

Madonna’s “Hung Up” which sampled the piano part from Abba’s “Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! 

(A Man After Midnight)”.33  

Synthesizers often come in forms of musical keyboards, but there are many other types in 

existence as well, such as guitar synthesizers of electronic drum kits.34 By playing sampled 

sounds of other instruments, synthesizers can embody hundreds of instruments in just one 

                                                           
29 cf. N. N.: 10 Ways To Promote Your Music Online, <https://www.guitarfella.com/10-ways-promote-music-
online/> [d 20.02.2019] 
30 cf. Woodford, Chris: Synthesizers, 17.09.2018, <http://www.explainthatstuff.com/synthesizers.html> [d 
18.02.2019]; Orkin, Dan/Gustafan, Neal: Video: A Brief History of the Drum Machine, 04.10.2018, 
<https://reverb.com/news/video-a-brief-history-of-the-drum-machine> [d 18.02.2019] 
31 cf. Mcgrath, Jane: How Music Sampling Works, 2011, <https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/music-
sampling.htm> [d 15.01.2019] p.1 
32 cf. Searle, Tyler: 10 Incredibly Popular Samples, 20.04.2012 <https://listverse.com/2012/04/20/10-incredibly-
popular-samples/> [d 13.01.2019] 
33 cf. NME: Madonna Ended up “begging” Abba to Use Sample, 18.10.2005, 
<https://www.nme.com/news/music/madonna-270-1319586> [d 13.01.2019] 
34 cf. Rise, Scott: Types of Synthesizers, <http://synthesizeracademy.com/types-of-synthesizers/> [d 
17.01.2019] 
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device, for instance, guitars, flutes, strings or even different atmospheric noises.35 On the 

other hand, drum machines are very similar tools but they are mostly used to recreate the 

sound of percussion based instruments like drums or sounds like clapping.36 Both inventions 

have a built in hardware or software called sequencer that enables to record and edit audio 

to a basic extent, which enabled artists of the 1970s to experiment with a myriad 

offuturistic, computer-generated sounds.37 These days sequencers are directly integrated 

into the modern music programs called DAWs, which allow even more editing of the audio 

file.38  

 

2.3 DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) 
 

If musicians thought that multi-tracking was a game-changer in the history of recording, 

which it clearly was, then the introduction of DAWs (Digital Audio Workstation) meant the 

next revolutionary step towards complete creative freedom in the studio. The purpose of a 

DAW is to basically fit all the important elements of a studio, including the tape recorder and 

the mixing console into one computer software that allows the recording, editing and 

extreme manipulation of audio files.39  

The first DAW was released by the American digital audio recording company Soundstream 

but it only allowed basic editing features and used hard disks, which offered very little 

storage space. Since most computers used text based operation systems (DOS) at that time, 

the functioning of DAWs was not only problematic due to technological limitations but it also 

made it difficult to implement musical ideas the way the user intended to. Later however, 

the shift to computers with graphical user interfaces (GUI) was a highly advantageous 

progress. Due to the fact that the GUI showcased symbols instead of just texts, which was 

                                                           
35 cf. Woodford, Chris: Synthesizer, 17.09.2018, <http://www.explainthatstuff.com/synthesizers.html> [d 
17.01.2019] 
36 cf. Hughes, Dan: A Beginner’s Guide To Drum Machines, 12.06.2017, 
<https://www.dawsons.co.uk/blog/beginners-guide-drum-machines> [d 17.01.2019] 
37 cf. N. N.: Music Sequencer, <https://www.techopedia.com/definition/8368/music-sequencer> [d 17.01.2019] 
38 cf. N. N.: The beginner’s guide to: DAWs, 11.11.2008, <https://www.musicradar.com/tuition/tech/the-
beginners-guide-to-daws-182337> [d 19.02.2019] 
39 cf. Watts, Alex: Musicology: A Brief History of the Digital Audio Workstation, 08.03.2018, 
<http://www.mixdownmag.com.au/musicology-brief-history-digital-audio-workstation> [d 20.02.2019] 
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extremely crucial for music composition, it made it easier to use computers for music 

production. 40 

Today these programs are such a key and essential part of music production that music 

producers rarely record with anything else than DAWs.41  

2.4 MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) 
 

After examining DAW it is impossible not to mention MIDI since the two terms basically go 

hand in hand and probably equally important for contemporary music production. 

Even though around the end of the 1970s there was already a method to synchronize 

various electronic instruments like synthesizers, drum machines and samplers with each 

other by using CV/Gate (Control Voltage/Gate) connection, this was very problematic. In 

order to ensure that an instrument was compatible with another, they had to be bought 

from the same manufacturer. 42 

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is a communication protocol that was introduced 

in the early 1980s and co-developed by various companies, like the Japanese manufacturer 

of electronic musical instruments, Roland.43 MIDI has the purpose to make all the electronic 

instruments, for example synthesizers and drum machines by all the different manufacturers 

compatible with each other by synchronizing them with the help of the common MIDI 

language allowing them to share information with one other and enabling musicians to play 

multiple electronic instruments with just one MIDI controller.44 

“MIDI allows us to exchange signals between different instruments from different 

manufacturers with no sweat.”45 –Ikutaro Kakehashi, founder of Roland and developer of 

MIDI sums it up. 

                                                           
40 cf. Langford, Simon: Digital Audio Editing: Correcting and Enhancing Audio in Pro Tools, Logic Pro, Cubase, 
and Studio One (Focal Press, New York, London, 2014), p.24 
41 cf. Watts, Alex: Musicology: A Brief History of the Digital Audio Workstation, 08.03.2018, 
<http://www.mixdownmag.com.au/musicology-brief-history-digital-audio-workstation> [d 20.02.2019] 
42 cf. N. N.: 30 Years of MIDI: A Brief History, 03.12.2012, <https://www.musicradar.com/news/tech/30-years-
of-midi-a-brief-history-568009> [d 14.01.2019] 
43 cf. N. N.: Craig Anderton’s Brief History Of MIDI, <https://www.midi.org/articles-old/a-brief-history-of-midi> 
[d 15.02.2019] 
44 cf. Roos, Dave: How MIDI Works, 18.03.2008, <https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/midi.htm> [d 
15.02.2019] p.1 
45 Fortner, Stephen/Kawai, Yoshihiko: MIDI’s Founders Recall Its Beginnings, 15.11.2013, 
<https://www.keyboardmag.com/artists/midis-founders-recall-its-beginnings> [d 13.01.2019] 
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The MIDI technology transmits no sound but small .MID files containing information about 

playing, for instance the length, velocity, vibration or pitch of a musical note that is being 

played by the MIDI controller like a keyboard or a drum machine, which then is transferred 

to- and played back through a DAW or any electronic device that incorporates a synthesizer 

software.46  

"What MIDI did is it allowed the first home studios to be born,"47 says Dave Smith, one of 

the main developers of MIDI in the article “How MIDI changed the world of music” by BBC. 

To this day MIDI still remains as one of the most important components of computer music 

which paved the way to the growth of numerous music genres like hip-hop, electronic dance 

music or R&B. The list could be continued forever, since today there is no musical genre in 

existence that would not take advantage of the revolutionary technology that is MIDI. 

 

 

2. FIGURE: PICTURE OF A HOME STUDIO48 

 

                                                           
46 cf. Roos, Dave: How MIDI Works, 18.03.2008, <https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/midi.htm> [d 
15.02.2019] p.2 
47 Bateman, Tom: How MIDI Changed the World of Music, 28.11.2012, 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-20425376> [d 13.01.2019] 
48 Mayzes, Rob: The Only 7 Things You Need to Setup a Home Recording Studio, 02.01.2019 
<https://www.musicianonamission.com/home-studio-setup/> [d 16.02.2019] 
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2.5 GarageBand 
 

GarageBand was revealed on the 6th of January 2004 during the Macworld Conference & 

Expo alongside a demonstration by Steve Jobs and John Mayer.49  The program is one of the 

most user-friendly music production software ever made. Even though it is an easy-to-learn 

software for beginners, GarageBand is used by thousands of professional-, Grammy-Winning 

producers around the world. When turning on the radio, hundreds of hits can be heard that 

were created with GarageBand. Rihanna’s “Umbrella”, Fall Out Boy’s Folie à Deux, Dig Out 

Your Soul by Oasis are just a couple of examples.50  GarageBand is available on most Apple 

devices and it comes already pre-installed on some of them. In addition, a new update is 

released almost monthly for the software which keeps expanding the lifetime of the DAW by 

adding new features and instruments.51 GarageBand features hundreds of synthesizers, 

drum machines, pre-made loops and samples created by Apple which users can freely 

experiment with.52 A notable example of implementing such loops into songs is Rihanna’s 

Grammy-Award-winner hit “Umbrella” which uses one of the pre-made drum loops that 

come with GarageBand.53 

                                                           
49 cf. Ritchie, Rene: Happy 15th Birthday, GarageBand!, 07.01.2019 <https://www.imore.com/happy-15th-
birthday-garageband> [d 13.01.2019] 
50 cf. N. N.: GarageBand’s Greatest Hits, 11.08.2011, <https://www.musicradar.com/news/tech/garagebands-
greatest-hits-487787> [d 12.01.2019] p.1-8 
51 cf. N. N.: GarageBand for MacOS Release Notes, <https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208660> [d 
14.01.2019] 
52 cf. N. N.: GarageBand for Mac, <https://www.apple.com/mac/garageband/> [d 14.01.2019] 
53 cf. N. N.: GarageBand’s Greatest Hits, 11.08.2011, <https://www.musicradar.com/news/tech/garagebands-
greatest-hits-487787> [d 12.01.2019] p.2 
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3. FIGURE: GARAGEBAND54 

Of course, musicians even have the chance to create their own samples thanks to the virtual 

sampler of GarageBand. The software can easily be used without any background in music or 

the owning of a real instrument. Not even the possession of a MIDI controller is compulsory 

to use the synthesizer catalogue of the program, since it can be substituted with the 

keyboard of the computer or by using the built-in virtual keyboard of GarageBand that lets 

the users compose music on-screen. One of the most advantageous component of the 

software is the archive of simulated guitar amplifiers and effect pedals that give musicians 

the opportunity to record of their electronic instruments without owning an actual amplifier 

or guitar pedals. This is eminently beneficial for artists who are on a budget and cannot 

afford to buy expensive equipment. Finally, after mixing and mastering a song, it takes only a 

few clicks to upload it on iTunes, SoundCloud or iCloud.55  

As the 6th of January 2019 marks the 15th anniversary of the reveal of the software, musician 

John Mayer who assisted during the demonstration posted the following on his personal 

Instagram account in remembrance of the iconic event:  

                                                           
54 N. N.: Learn How to Make a Basic House Track in Garage Band, 20.06.2018, 
<https://www.xlr8r.com/gear/learn-how-to-make-a-basic-house-track-in-garage-band> [d 13.02.2019] 
55 cf. Plummer, Mary, Apple Pro Training Series: GarageBand (Peachpit Press, Berkeley, 2014) p.12 
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“On this day 15 years ago, I helped Steve Jobs introduce GarageBand to the world. 

Since then, it’s brought music composition and production into the lives of millions of 

people who might have never had access to it otherwise. Looking back on it, I believe 

this was a kind of altruism on Steve’s part, offering the app for free on Apple devices 

and eventually for all. He loved music as much as anything else in his life, and 

GarageBand was Steve’s way of giving people the tools to discover the music within 

themselves. I once knew a man who changed the world.”56 

 

2.6 Music production with smartphones – Steve Lacy 

 
Garageband has indeed made it possible for millions of musicians to carry a complete virtual 

studio inside their personal computers, tablets and even their smartphones. A perfect 

example that demonstrates comprehensively the many new possibilities music production 

software like Garageband provide artists is the working process of American musician Steve 

Lacy, who despite the fact that he is only 20 years old, plays in a band called the Internet, 

writes his own solo music and works together with many famous hip-hop artists like 

Kendrick Lamar and J. Cole as their producer. What makes him remarkable is that although 

he is constantly surrounded by studio equipment, he insists on barely using any of them, 

instead he prefers using his phone. He works exclusively with Garageband on his iPhone by 

plugging his instruments like the guitar and the bass directly into his cellphone with the help 

of Apple’s iRig cable. What is even more extraordinary is that opposed to other musicians, he 

chooses not to record his voice by singing into a studio microphone, but by singing directly 

into the microphone of his iPhone while holding a pop-filter in front of the phone, which is 

used to filter noise. 57  Steve Lacy is the proof that with the aid of today’s technology 

musicians do not even need to invest into buying expensive equipment anymore in order to 

craft successful, high-quality art that meets the level of studio productions. In this day and 

age almost the whole studio can fit in anyone’s pocket.  

 

                                                           
56 Rossignol, Derrick: John Mayer: Steve Jobs Helped Change Music History By Making GarageBand Free, 
07.01.2019 <https://uproxx.com/music/john-mayer-steve-jobs-garageband-apple/> [d 13.01.2019] 
57 cf. WIRED: How The Internet’s Steve Lacy Makes Hits With His Phone | WIRED, 14.04.2017, 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6BxAtc5cd0> [d 13.01.2019] TC 0:00-3:14 
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2.7 Analog and digital recording – differences and characteristics58 
 

The discussion, whether analog or digital recording methods are better, has been an ongoing 

debate since the beginning of the digital era in the 1970s. The natural occurrence of sound is 

the analog way and, therefore, the analog recording refers to a more traditional method of 

sound recording. Since the human ear hears sound as continuous set of waves, the analog 

recording refers to capturing the sound while capturing all of its frequencies. An example of 

this would be recording a sound wave with the help of a microphone and laying the analog 

wave onto a tape. After that manual equipment is used for the finishing touches like mixing 

and mastering. When talking about digital recording the capturing of the sound is executed 

with the help of computers which help to translate the recorded sound into a series of 

numbers, which then are converted back into their original analog waveforms to recreate 

the recorded sound. Finally, the sound is edited, mixed and mastered with the help of a 

music production software, and as an audio file it is burned onto a CD or uploaded to the 

internet.  

“If you consider the numbers 1 and 2 on a number line, there are actually an infinite 

number of points between 1 and 2. This is what analog represents—the infinite 

number of possibilities between 1 and 2. Digital, on the other hand, only looks at 

certain number of fixed points along the line between 1 and 2 (for example, 1 ¼, 1 

½, 1 ¾, and 2). (…) 

 Digital takes a few ‘snapshots’ of the number line, while analog takes the whole 

line into account. As another example, think of analog vs. digital as the difference 

between seeing something in real life and watching it on film. When we see 

something happen in real life, there are no ‘spaces’ between what we see, so we’re 

watching it happen in analog. Film, however, is actually a series of still photographs 

that are taken in rapid-fire intervals, and when we see them in succession, it tricks 

our minds into thinking we’re seeing a continuous flow of movement. So in a 

manner of speaking, when we watch the event happen on film, we’re watching it 

                                                           
58 cf. N. N.: Analog, Digital, What Is the Difference?, 2013, <https://www.recordingconnection.com/reference-
library/recording-education/analog-digital-whats-the-difference/> [d 12.01.2019] 
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digitally, because we’re watching increments of the event, rather than the whole 

thing in fluid motion.”59  

Critics of digital recording argue that digital recording is unable to completely recreate the 

warmth and texture of the “tape sound”. Having said that the human ear cannot really 

distinguish between analog and digital recording and most of today’s music is produced with 

help of both methods. For instance, the sound of most guitars and drums are captured with 

the help of microphones and then mixed and mastered with music production software. It is 

also key to remember that while the time can take its toll on a tape or on a vinyl, which leads 

to loss of sound quality, a digital recording will never lose its original quality.  

As music production with computers is becoming more and more popular and advanced, 

analog recording is starting to become way more expensive than its digital equivalent.  

On the 20th of August 2018 when promoting his new album Living the Dream, in an interview 

with hardDrive Radio, Guns n’ Roses guitarist Slash was very vocal about his choice of 

recording his new album with digital technology instead of analog. 

"I like analog because I'm a fan of the way analog sounds. But going into the studio - like a 

commercial studio - and paying for it and all that kind of stuff is pretty taxing financially. And 

the way the record business is now, to break even on a record that you spent that much 

money on - the chances of you getting the money back are pretty slim. So I finally resigned 

to doing it digitally because it's just less gear, less time, less a lot of things.”60 

3 The internet as a key to independence for musicians 
3.1 The decreasing role of record labels and the rise of music 

streaming services 
 

Record labels are one of the most powerful driving forces behind the music world. They are 

promoting and marketing artists, support them with finances and introduce them to 

professional, experienced producers, while also owning recording copyrights. 61 

                                                           
59 N. N.: Analog, Digital, What Is the Difference?, 2013, <https://www.recordingconnection.com/reference-
library/recording-education/analog-digital-whats-the-difference/> [d 12.01.2019] 
60 Spagna, Paul/Shefferman, James: SLASH Talks about the New Album ‘LIVING THE DREAM’ with Myles 
Kennedy!, 20.08.2018, [Video], <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NQ8F2hV1f8> [d 13.01.2019] TC 3:22-
3:54 
61 cf. Marsden, Henry: WHAT DO RECORD LABELS DO?, 29.10.2016, <http://www.bespokerecords.com/what-
do-record-labels-do/> [d 18.02.2019] 
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Nowadays, the many different music production software make it possible to create high-

quality music more independently, even in home studios, but long before the popularity of 

the internet the assistance of record labels was indispensable62 and in order to get the 

attention of record labels, the artists had to send out demos or play live shows where 

executives of such companies would be present.63 However, signing to a record label also 

meant that the label could influence or even limit the creative freedom of an artist, in order 

to appeal to a broad audience and to ensure commercial success.64  

Although one could argue that it is safer to work with record label professionals who have 

enough experience in the industry and can give credibility to the artist, there are numerous 

persuasive examples like the American hip-hop artist Hoodie Allen, who has gained major 

success in the charts since his start in 2010, working independently throughout his whole 

career, without signing to any record label. Being an independent musician did not stop the 

rapper from establishing a loyal fan base through the internet and social media, as well as 

releasing a song with the music industry giant Ed Sheeran and going on tour with other 

popular artists like Wiz Khalifa or Fall Out Boy.65 

With so many successful unsigned artists gaining recognition by sharing their music on 

streaming sites like Spotify or Apple Music, it seems like the age of digitalization is the era of 

independent musicians who do not require the support of record companies anymore.66 

 

3.2 Music production through the World Wide Web 
 

In addition, the internet is not only one of the most crucial communication platforms 

between musicians and their consumer audience, but also between the different music 

producers as well. Musicians are no longer required to be in the same room to share their 

                                                           
62 cf. N. N.: 5 Reasons Record Labels Still Matter, 01.02.2016, <https://mn2s.com/news/label-services/5-
reasons-record-labels-still-matter/> [d 20.02.2019] 
63 cf. Klein, Allison: How Record Labels Work, 25.05.2003, <https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/record-
label.htm> [d 16.01.2019] p.3 
64 cf. McDonald, Heather, The Record Label’s Role in the Music Industry, 15.01.2019, 
<https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-record-label-2460614> [d 16.01.2019] 
65 cf. Smith, Troy L.: Hoodie Allen’s independent state of mind ignites loyal fan base, 14.03.2016, 
<http://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/index.ssf/2016/03/hoodie_allens_independent_stat.html> [d 
16.02.2019] 
66 cf. N. N.: How to Release Music Without a Record Label, <https://www.infamousmusician.com/how-to-
release-music-without-a-label/> [d 20.02.2019] 
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musical ideas with each other, since the internet allows artists to send the various musical 

material they are currently working to each other via email or other media.67 

In an interview with axs.com, Lead vocalist James Euringer of the band Mindless Self 

Indulgence made the following comments about the possibilities that digitalization provides 

to musicians: "And what's great is that in this day and age, there are no barriers to working 

with someone so if I want to do a MSI record tomorrow, I can just call up Steve and we can 

get going. He could fly here, but we could also work in our separate studios and send emails 

back and forth or even use those virtual studios were we can do it in real time."68 

Nowadays, it is even possible to execute the music post-production like mixing and 

mastering through the internet with none other but some of the most well-known sound 

engineers in the music industry. 

For instance, the website Soundbetter.com was created exclusively for musicians to allow 

them to get in touch with some of the best industry professionals, who can help them get 

the best out of their tracks. Soundbetter’s database has a list consisting of thousands of 

professional-, including Grammy-awarded musicians, producers and sound engineers all 

around the world who are able to be contacted and hired through the website.  

This great technology gives the chance to any musician, even from the smallest countries of 

the world to get their songs mixed and mastered in some of the best recording studios, for 

example in London or Los Angeles.69 

 

3.3 Streaming services 
 

Even though radio is still the most popular way consumers are discovering new music, 

streaming platforms are the next most far-reaching mediums that people use to listen to 

their favorite songs and to find new ones. 70Although the world’s biggest and most 

                                                           
67 cf. N. N.: 5 Best Practices for Online Song Collaboration, 21.06.2017, <https://www.musical-u.com/learn/5-
best-practices-for-online-song-collaboration/> [d 20.02.2019] 
68 Heck, Tracy: Interview: Diving into Jimmy Urine’s Head and His New Euringer Project, 04.10.2018, 
<https://www.axs.com/interview-diving-into-jimmy-urine-s-head-and-his-new-euringer-project-133959> [d 
14.02.2019] 
69 cf. N. N.: About SoundBetter, <https://soundbetter.com/about> [d 14.02.2019] 
70 cf. Wang, Amy X.: Radio Survived the Tape, CD, and IPod. In the Age of Spotify, It’s More Popular than Ever., 
11.10.2017, <https://qz.com/1094963/radio-survived-the-tape-cd-and-ipod-in-the-age-of-spotify-its-more-
popular-than-ever/> [d 13.01.2019] 
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commonly known video and music streaming service remains YouTube71, other streaming 

platforms like Apple Music are getting more and more popular.  

One of the most frequently used streaming platforms Spotify was introduced in 2008.72 The 

catalogue of the service consists of millions of songs and albums. By paying a monthly 

subscription fee, users gain access to the complete archive of Spotify, which then can be 

browsed through numerous devices including computers, cellphones, tablets and even video 

game consoles. Users also have the possibility to use Spotify without any kind of fees, but 

then the consistency of the streaming will be interrupted by advertisements between songs.  

One of the greatest features of streaming services like Spotify is that they are able to analyze 

the listening history of the user to create recommended playlists called Daily Mixes which 

match the musical taste of the listener. Furthermore, there are playlists created weekly to 

collect all the released music of the week for listeners to browse. It is also a perfect way to 

promote the new releases of upcoming artists. Users can also subscribe to these playlists so 

they will never miss new releases.73 

 

                                                           
71 cf. N. N.: More Music Is Played on YouTube than on Spotify, Apple Music and Every Other Audio Streaming 
Platform Combined, 30.04.2018, <https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/more-music-is-played-on-
youtube-than-on-spotify-apple-music-and-every-audio-streaming-platform-combined/> [d 13.01.2019] 
72 cf. Parsons, Jeff: History of Spotify: How the Swedish Streaming Company Changed the Music Industry, 
03.04.2018, <https://www.mirror.co.uk/tech/history-spotify-how-swedish-streaming-12291542> [d 
15.02.2019] 
73 cf. Willings, Adrian: What Is Spotify and How Does It Work?, 17.07.2018, <https://www.pocket-
lint.com/apps/news/spotify/139236-what-is-spotify-and-how-does-it-work> [d 16.01.2019] 
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4. FIGURE: THE DAILY MIX FEATURE OF SPOTIFY74 

 

According to the American news network The Verge, by November of 2018 Spotify has 

currently more than 191 million active users and almost half of them, about 87 million users, 

are paid subscribers.75 In May of 2018 Spotify had only 170 million active monthly users and 

around 75 million premium subscribers.76 Even though these statistics demonstrate the 

popularity of only one streaming platform out from many, this relentless growth over such a 

short period of time displays unequivocally how streaming services are steadily becoming 

the main consumption sources of music listeners while pushing other formats like the 

physical copies out of the competition. 

3.4 Gaining followers through the internet 
 

One of the most important factors an artist can rely on is its fan base. 

Thanks to the internet and computers, today's music fans have the chance to develop a 

relationship with their favorite artists and with other fans like never in the history of the 

                                                           
74 N. N.: Spotify Adds Its Daily Mix Feature to Its Desktop App, 28.02.2017, 
<https://musically.com/2017/02/28/spotify-daily-mix-desktop-app/> [d 13.02.2019] 
75 cf. Gartenberg, Chaim: Spotify Hits 87 Million Paid Subscribers, 01.11.2018, 
<https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/1/18051658/spotify-paid-subscribers-q3-earnings-update-87-million> [d 
12.01.2019] 
76 cf. Welch, Chris: Spotify Hits 75 Million Paid Subscribers as It Releases First Earnings, 02.05.2018, 
<https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/2/17312686/spotify-75-million-premium-subscribers-q1-2018-earnings> 
[d 12.01.2019] 
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music industry ever before. These days a musical project, whether it is a band, a solo 

musician or a record company without any kind of YouTube, Facebook, Instagram or Twitter 

account is almost unimaginable. The more social media platforms an artist uses, the greater 

is the chance to reach more followers. A well-controlled social-media account can make or 

break an artist. It is the easiest and fastest way to communicate with an audience through 

any kind of platform.77 Now is the era of young musicians who gain recognition by uploading 

their covers on YouTube and their own tracks to Soundcloud. Justin Bieber, Shawn Mendes 

and Ed Sheeran are just a couple of examples of the artists who kick-started their successful 

career by posting covers on YouTube.78  

Back in 1973 Elvis Presley made history by broadcasting his concert in Hawaii on global 

television, making it the first ever entertainment special to be broadcast live around the 

world.79 Nowadays live broadcasting is a very common phenomena. Anyone can start a live 

stream on their computers and even on their phones, making it possible for music lovers in 

their homes to experience a concert they cannot attend. 

On most social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram it takes only a few seconds to 

start a live broadcast. Today it is very common that musicians go live to make Q&A (question 

and answer) sessions with fans all around the world80 or to give mini concerts, which helps 

to establish and closer and more personal connection with their fan base.81 

4 Learning with the help of technology 
4.1 Learning and teaching through digital media 

 
The creating process of music is not the only thing that is becoming easier for young 

musicians but also to learn how to play an instrument, songwriting and the distribution. 

                                                           
77 cf. Voogt, Budi/Martin, Marina: Getting More Fans: The Artist Guide for Social Media, 12.02.2019, 
<https://heroic.academy/artists-guide-getting-more-fans-social-media/> [d 16.02.2019] 
78 cf. Briones, Isis: 12 Major Artists Who Got Their Start on YouTube, 29.03.2016, 
<https://www.teenvogue.com/story/best-artists-discovered-on-youtube> [d 12.01.2019] 
79 cf. Nash, Alanna: The Colonel: The Extraordinary Story of Colonel Tom Parker and Elvis Presley (Simon and 
Schuster, New York 2008), p.271 
80 cf. Sayce, Rob: 9 Things We Learned From Derek DiScanio’s Facebook Live Q&A, 02.05.2018, 
<https://www.rocksound.tv/features/read/10-things-we-learned-from-derek-discanios-facebook-live-qa> [d 
16.02.2019] 
81 cf. Costanza, Christina/Gow, Daniel/Ferri, Will: Against the Current - Outsiders (Acoustic) | Live, [Video], 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZxOKULfIFA> [d 16.02.2019], TC 00:00-03:51 
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Paul McCartney’s story of The Beatles learning the B7 chord is a classic. In the early years of 

the Beatles if John Lennon and his bandmates heard that there was someone in a nearby 

English city who could show them a new chord, they would take the bus to travel to that one 

person’s house just to learn that one single new chord. For today's young musicians this 

might sound “insane” and almost unbelievable since in the era of digitalization learning a 

new chord does not require hours of travelling or the purchasing of a bus ticket, but only a 

few clicks on the internet.82 

These days young musicians no longer need to meet professional musicians face to face to 

master the handling of a certain instrument. Video-sharing portals like YouTube offer 

thousands of channels and millions of videos that help beginner musicians to learn how to 

play their instruments. They are easily accessible at any time even on a phone, not to 

mention they are completely free.83 It is no longer required for small-town musicians to find 

a guitar teacher or a vocal coach in their hometowns. In addition, there are also online 

courses and programs created by professionals who are then able to send the learning 

material to students in digital format or have lessons with the students live via a one-on-one 

Skype session.84 Even some well-known musicians are offering lessons on the internet like 

guitarist Tyler Szalkowski of the American pop-punk band State Champs who runs 

songwriting and guitar workshops via Skype.85Moreover, thousands of various practicing and 

tuner applications can be found in the online application-stores and most of these are free.86 

This also helps to reduce the amount of money that musicians have to invest into buying 

costly tuner devices, exercise books or visiting a music teacher. 

                                                           
82 cf. Pahomow, Larissa: Authentic Learning in the Digital Age: Engaging Students Through Inquiry (ASCD, 
Alexandria, Virginia, 2014) p.5 
83 cf. Nelson, Alex: Learning Music on YouTube: How to Play, Read and Produce, 21.11.2016, 
<https://inews.co.uk/culture/music/youtube-learning-music-guide-play-read-produce/> [d 15.02.2019] 
84 cf. Duncan, Liam: How To Teach Music Lessons Via Skype, <https://www.musicindustryhowto.com/how-to-
teach-music-lessons-via-skype/> [d 15.02.2019] 
85 cf. Wilson-Taylor, James: State Champs’ Tyler Szalkowski Offering Guitar Lessons To Fans, 19.11.2018, 
<https://www.rocksound.tv/news/read/state-champs-tyler-szalkowski-offering-guitar-lessons-to-fans> [d 
13.01.2019] 
86 cf. Klosowski, Thorin: Can I Learn How to Play an Instrument Online?, 21.03.2014, 
<https://lifehacker.com/can-i-learn-how-to-play-an-instrument-online-1548792371> [d 13.01.2019] 
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4.2 Ultimate Guitar, Songsterr 
 

One of the most popular websites amongst amateur musicians is Ultimate Guitar87 which 

was launched in 1998 and offers tabs for instruments like the guitar, the bass and the 

ukulele for over 1 million songs by a plethora of artists. The ever-growing community of the 

site is currently made up of over 10 million users who either upload their own tabs or learn 

with the help of tabs uploaded by other fellow musicians. In addition, Ultimate Guitar also 

offers a forum for users where they can discuss different musical topics or publish their own 

reviews of various albums and music equipment. Furthermore, the site also publishes music 

news and interviews with professional musicians. Although Ultimate Guitar is mainly used by 

amateur musicians, there are dozens of well-known artists who also take advantage of the 

features of the website.  

Guitarist Zacky Vengeance of the Grammy-nominated heavy metal band Avenged Sevenfold 

stated the followings in an interview with Steven Rosen of Ultimate Guitar: 

"Oh, I use UG, absolutely. There's been times where I've looked up our own 

songs! [Laughs] Just to get a refresher course. When you get ready for a tour and 

you don't want to put as much thought into it, you go to look back and make 

sure you're playing stuff correctly. I'm guilty of pulling up our own tabs at certain 

times because we have long sets and play for a couple hours and you have to 

give yourself a refresher. But on top of it, I've always been into Ultimate-Guitar. 

My biggest pastime as a musician is I love playing acoustically and singing. 

There's always songs where I go and pick out the acoustic tabs and learn 'em and 

just kind of fool around and play 'em. For any up and coming guitarist, that's the 

most fun you can have regardless of how your voice sounds. Pick songs you like 

and get the tabs and learn it and it's the best way ever to get the muscle memory 

and remember the chords and sing the melodies. I have a whole arsenal of 

acoustic songs I'm always playing and singing purely for fun."88 

                                                           
87 cf. N. N.: About Ultimate Guitar, <https://www.ultimate-guitar.com/about/> [d 13.01.2019] 
88 jomatmi: A7X’s Zacky Vengeance: I Use UG All the Time, Even for My Own Band’s Songs!, 09.11.2017, 
<https://www.ultimate-
guitar.com/news/interviews/a7xs_zacky_vengeance_i_use_ug_all_the_time_even_for_my_own_bands_songs.
html> [d 13.01.2019] 
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This example is a perfect demonstration of how the archives of such sites and applications 

can be useful for both amateur and professional musicians who want to create their own 

library of song tablatures, which they can access at any given time, making sure that they will 

not forget how to play a certain musical piece. 

Another useful and popular website amongst amateur music lovers is Songsterr, which is a 

free online tab player. The tabs on Songsterr are even more advanced than the ones users 

can find on Ultimate Guitar. The archive of the site consists of full-length, computer 

programmed MIDI versions of existing songs which showcase the tablature for different 

instruments including drums, vocals and keyboard while being played. Any user can freely 

contribute to the improvement of the uploaded tabs while editors regulate the changes 

made by users.89 

5 Live music and computers 

5.1 Backing tracks  
 

When discussing the topic of computer technology being used during live shows, most 

people immediately think of electronic dance music and DJs, however, nowadays computers 

are starting become a predominant part of concerts in almost every genre in forms of 

backing tracks. The purpose of backing tracks is to support the performance of the artists on 

stage by playing back a prerecorded audio. This is usually done to recreate the studio 

recording of a certain song by playing tracks that are impossible to recreate in live setting.90 

For example, if a song contains elements like a reversed recording of an instrument being 

played (e.g. the reversed acoustic guitar in the song “Somewhere I Belong” by Linkin Park91) 

or various sound effects, the only way to play these is by using backing tracks. On stage it is 

usually the drummer who controls the tracks with a laptop. Normally there is also a click 

playing on the computer that serves as a metronome to help the drummer stay in time. This 

click is only heard by the musicians through their in-ear monitors.92 

                                                           
89 cf. N. N.: About | Songsterr Tabs with Rhythm, <https://www.songsterr.com/a/wa/about> [d 13.01.2019] 
90 cf. Lerner, Sandy: Dilettante’s Dictionary <http://www.dilettantesdictionary.org/index.php?let=b> 
[12.01.2019] 
91 cf. Berg-Hillinger, Bill/Linkin Park: Linkin Park – The Making of ‘Meteora’, [DVD], (Warner Bros. Records, 
Burbank, 2003), TC 02:21-03:17 
92 cf. Doctor, Morgan/Jones, J.J.: Tips and Tricks for Playing Live to Backing Tracks, 
<https://tomtommag.com/2017/01/tips-tricks-playing-backing-tracks/> [d 16.02.2019] 
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These days’ music production involves the layering of numerous instruments and effects to 

create a modern sound. Backing tracks are a great way to add texture to the sound of live 

shows and are also beneficial for musicians who produce songs containing a lot of different 

instruments, but do not have the money, or do not want to hire additional musicians to play 

those instrumental parts. For instance, the American duo Twenty One Pilots writes songs 

that involve a variety of different computer-generated instrumental sounds. For them as a 

two-piece band, the only way to give the fans the complete music experience is by using 

backing tracks.93  

 

5.2 Concert tickets in the era of digitalization 

 
Today it takes only seconds to buy a concert ticket thanks to computers and to the instant 

access to the world wide web. Long before computers became common household items, 

the only way to purchase tickets to live shows was to either buy them from area retailers or 

at the box office of the event venue where attenders would have to line up in long queues to 

get their tickets.  If someone showed up too late, the person would be left empty-handed 

with no ticket. Fortunately, it has become a less time and effort consuming task to buy 

passes for venues, that does not even require to leave the house these days.94 There is even 

a possibility to instantly print out the purchased ticket after receiving it via email.     

In most cases the possession of a physical copy of a pass is not even obligatory anymore, 

since nowadays ticket owners have the chance to show their online purchased tickets on 

their phones.95 

Furthermore, now there are even websites like TicketSwap that allow music fans to buy 

ticket from other fans in a safe way through the internet, or to sell their own tickets in case 

they cannot manage to attend an event for various reasons.96 

                                                           
93 cf. Jacobs, Jabari: Twenty One Pilots Talks Backing Tracks, Makeup and Religion, 
<http://abcnewsradioonline.com/music-news/2015/11/9/twenty-one-pilots-talks-backing-tracks-makeup-and-
religion.html> [d 04.01.2019] 
94 cf. Hudson, Scott: How Ticket Sales Worked before the Internet, 11.03.2015, 
<http://www.argusleader.com/story/scotthudson/2015/03/08/how-ticket-sales-worked-before-the-
internet/24619097/> [d 13.01.2019] 
95 cf. Shaw, Dougal: Will digital tech tear up the paper concert ticket?, 23.10.2015, 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/business-34507548> [d 13.01.2019] 
96 cf. N. N.: TicketSwap: The Safest Way to Buy and Sell e-Tickets, <https://www.ticketswap.com/how-does-it-
work> [d 12.01.2019] 
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6 Global music report 
6.1 What does digitalization hold for music in the future?9798   
 

The IFPI’s annual global music report showcases clearly how big of a role the technology and 

digital media played in the “recovery” of the music industry in the past decade and how 

important it will be in the upcoming years. 

 

 

5. FIGURE: GLOBAL RECORDED MUSIC REVENUES BY SEGMENT 201799 

                                                           
97 cf. N. N.: Global Music Report 2018, <https://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2018.pdf> [d 13.02.2019] p.6-17 
98 cf. N. N.: Global Music Report 2017, <https://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2017.pdf> [d 13.02.2019] p.6-17 
99 N. N.: Global Music Report 2018, <https://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2018.pdf> [d 13.02.2019] p.11 
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6. FIGURE: STREAMING REVENUE GROWTH YEAR ON YEAR: 2013 - 2017100 

The digital share took up slightly more than half (54 %) of the global revenue in 2017, while 

the revenue generated from selling physical copies took up only 30 % of it. Significantly, 38 % 

of the digital share was generated by streaming services. In 2016 the digital share made up 

only about half of the global revenue. Although in 2017 the growth in streaming revenue 

(grew) only by 41.1 % in contrary to a growth by 60.4 % in 2016, looking at the statistic 

picturing the steady growth of streaming revenue between 2013 and 2017, it is assumable 

that a critical recession is highly unlikely. 

                                                           
100 N. N.: Global Music Report 2018, <https://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2018.pdf> [d 13.02.2019] p.17 
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7. FIGURE: GLOBAL RECORDED MUSIC INDUSTRY REVENUES 1999-2017 (US$ BILLIONS)101 

As the chart for the global recorded music industries between 1999 and 2017 shows, while 

the share of global income generated by physical copies drastically decreases, the digital 

share is steadily increases year by year. Notable how the revenue generated by streaming 

overtakes both the physical- and digital share (excluding steaming) as well by 2017. 

It is probably still too early to assert such facts, however, looking at the growth in global 

revenue since 2014 and the steady upward movement of the streaming revenue, in the 

future streaming might help the music industry to recover from the depression caused by 

piracy.  

                                                           
101 N. N.: Global Music Report 2018, <https://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2018.pdf> [d 13.02.2019] p.11 
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Conclusion 

Taking it back to the first sentence of this thesis “The mankind has come a long way from 

sticks and stones to electric guitars and synthesizers”, we have managed to make incredible 

progresses in all fields of life thanks to the contribution of the ever-developing technology, 

whether it is the field of science or the field of art. While centuries ago the creative freedom 

of artists was heavily limited due to technical restrictions, now it seems like not only there 

are more options than ever before, but there are even too many.  

Computers managed to break down the walls of artistic limitations and gave musicians 

access to every sound imaginable, which led to the foundation of one innovative musical 

genre coming after another. Ever since users have been given the chance to obtain a whole 

recording studio in their hands in forms of software like GarageBand or Logic Pro X, music 

production has evolved into one of the most DIY forms of self-expression. Digitalization and 

computers made it possible for musicians to create and distribute art independently, 

without the involvement of a third party, for instance, a record label. Furthermore, it 

allowed musicians, including both beginners and professionals to make music reasonably 

cheaper without the need of buying expensive musical equipment.  

Likewise, the technology also provided more opportunities for music lovers to have an easier 

access to music and to develop a more personal relationship with their favorite artists 

through the internet. The answer to the question which further possibilities digitalization 

holds for music in the future remains unknown for now; however, the connection between 

the increasing popularity of streaming platforms and the steadily growing music revenue in 

the past years is something that should not be overlooked in the future.  
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